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§ 1. Introduction. It is an important problem to determine the

spectral type of automorphisms or flows on a probability measure space.

We shall deal with a unitary operator U and a 1-parameter group of

unitary operators {£/,} on a separable Hubert space H, and discuss their

spectral types, although U and {Ut} are not necessarily supposed to be

derived from an automorphism or a flow respectively.

For our purpose, a transversal group, if it exists, plays an important role.

A 1-parameter group {ys} of unitary operators is said to be a transversal

group for U, if it satisfies

UVS = VλsU for some λ ψ 0.

Similarly, {Vs} is a transversal group for {Ut}9 if it satisfies

UtVs = Vmvut)Ut for some λ ψ 0.

Ya. G. Sinai in [4] has already proposed the idea of a transversal field

which is useful to see whether a given flow {Tt} (an automorphism A) on

a probability space Ω is Kolmogorov flow (Kolmogorov automorphism) or

not.

For a flow {Tt} (an automorphism A)' on (Ω,P), if there exists an another

flow {ZJ on (Ω,P) such that

TtZs = Zu(Stt)Ί t \AZS = ZW(S)/L),

then the transversal field can be constructed as the measurable partition of

the measure space {Ω,P) along the orbits of {ZJ in finite time intervals.

Such a flow {Z<J induces a 1-parameter group of unitary operators {Vsy

on the space L2{Ω) in a usual manner. The group {Vs} satisfies the

commutation relation mentioned above with {Ut} induced by {Tt} (with U
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induced by A). Since we shall only deal with unitary operators, our

discussions will start from the commutation relations with the transversal

group. In our approach, although the structure of measure space never

contributes, the existence of a transversal group gives us many informations

about the spectral type of U or {U^}.

The main results in this paper read as follows

1) A unitary operator U on a separable Hilbert space H possesses Lebesgue spectrum,

if there exists for U a transversal group {ysj with λi=l [Theorem 3. 1).

2) A unitary operator U possesses a-Lebesgue spectrum, if U has a transversal group

{Vs} with continuous spectrum {Theorem 3. 3).

3) A 1-parameter group of unitary operators {Ut} on H for which there exists a

transversal group {Vs} with λ=f=O has Lebesgue spectrum {Theorem 4. 3).

There are many important examples of unitary operators or 1-parameter

groups of unitary operators with transversal groups such as flow of Brownian

motion, geodesic flow on manifold of constant negative curvature and group

automorphisms on n-dimensional torus. These examples can be investigated

by our method as will be seen later.

The author would like to express his deep thanks to Professors T. Hida

and H. Nomoto for calling his attension to the paper [4] and for fruitful

discussions which motivated this paper. Especially the author is greatly

indebted to Professor H. Nomoto for his help to improve the original form

of this paper.

§ 2. The transversal group. We are informed rather poor knowledge

about the property of 1-parameter group of unitary operators {Ut} (a

unitary operator U) if we regard {Ut} (U) only to be a strongly continuous

unitary representation of the additive group of real numbers (integers). We

shall therefore introduce another 1-parameter group of unitary operators

{V,} which transforms every orbit of {Ut} (U) onto another.

Let // be a separable Hilbert space.

DEFINITION 2. 1. A 1-parameter group of unitary operators {Vs} on

H is a transversal group with λ for a unitary operator U on H if they satisfy

the commutation relation

(2. 1) UVS = VλsU, - oo < s < + oo

for a nonzero real λ.
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DEFINITION 2. 2. A 1-parameter group of unitary operators {Vsy on

H is a transversal group with λ for a 1-parameter group {£/,}, if they satisfy the

relation*

(2. 2) UtVs = V,exJfut)Ut, - °° < s, t < + oo

for a nonzero real λ.

The relations (2. 1) and (2. 2) are the special cases of the followings;

(2. 1)' UVS = VuωU

and

(2.2)' W=7 t t ( , . t ) t f t ,

respectively.

Observing the relation that Vs transforms Ut-orbits into themselves, (2. 1)'

and (2. 2)' seem to be more reasonable. However the following propositions

2. 1 and 2. 2 enable us to make use of (2. 1) and (2. 2) to define a

transversal group.

PROPOSITION 2. 1. Z#ί u = u(s) be a nonzero aperiodic measurable function.

Then the relation

UVS = VMU

implies that

u{s) = λs,

for some λψO.

The proof follows from the assumptions and the following equalities

uv(s+o = uvyt = vu(s)uvt = vu{s)vHt)u - v(uw+u(Ό)u = vu(s+t)u.

PROPOSITION 2. 2. Suppose that Vs is aperiodic and u = u(t, s) is a nonzero

measurable function with respect to both t and s. Then the relation

uys = vuU)S)Ut

implies that

u{t9s) = μsexp(λt)

for some nonzero μ and λ.
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Proof. From the similar calculation to the previous proposition, we

see that u{t,s) = sv{t), for some function v{t). We have

= V.(,I+tϊ..)i

and concequently

u{tx + t29s) = s^Ui + t2)

= u{tl9u{t2,s)) = u(t 2, sMtJ

It follows that v(t) = μ exp (λt) for some μ ψ 0 and Λ ^ 0. This completes

the proof.

Throughout this paper, we assume that

(A) H is a separable Hilbert space,

and

(B) N = {φ<EH:Vsφ = φ for all s} = {0>.

In the case where (J8) is not fulfilled, the simultaneous reduction of {Ut}(U)

and {Vsy onto HQN leads to our situation.

§ 3. Spectral type of a unitary operator with transversal group.

In this section, we assume that U has a transversal group {Vsy with U I T ^ I .

The proof will be given only in the case where \λ\< 1. In case U has a

transversal group {VJ with U | > 1 , similar discussions lead us to the same

results.

Let Γ be the set of all proper values of {ys}, and for some positive

μ0, put / i = [j"β/UΓ,J"o/UΓ+1] and / ; = - /+ {m = 0,±l ,±2, . . . ) . Then

we get a partition of Γ

where Γt = Γ 0 I+m

Γn = Γ Π In

LEMMA 3. 1. We have

(3. 1) Γ* = λ~mΓt, if λ >0, or if λ<0 and m is even,

Γ* = λ~mΓl, if λ<0 and m is odd.
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Proof. Suppose Vsφ = exp{isμ)φ for any s. Then, from (2. 1), we get

VsU
mφ = UmVsλ-™φ = exp

that is, μλ~m e Γ {m = 0, ± 1, ± 2, •), and it is easy to get the conclusion.

Denote the proper vectors by φl corresponding to μk e ΓJ U Γό {k =

1,2, ,n = 1,2, ,nk, where nk is the multiplicity of μk). Then, for

all s,

(3. 2) (Umφ«, Umfφ«') = (VsU
mφ«, VsU

mfφΐr)

= (UmV,λ--φ*,UmV9λ-.'φ*Λ

= exp [is(μkλ-m - ^ r m '

and

(Umψ*,Umφ*,) = (φ«,φ

These equalities imply

unless μk = μk,y m = nΐ and n — nf hold simultaneously.

Consequently, denoting HI = ^{Urnφl : m = 0, ± 1, •}, we have

(3. 3) HI ± m\ {k=^kr or n ψ nf)

LEMMA 3. 2. The operator U has simple Lebesgue spectrum on each cyclic

sub space HI.

Proof Denoting

(3.4) Um

and noticing (3. 2), we have

™ξd || Eu(ξ)φ£ II2 - (Umφ*, φ*) = 0

for any n,k and mf=0. Paley-Wiener's theorem, therefore, implies the

conclusion.

T H E O R E M 3. 1. Suppose that for a unitary operator U on a separable Hilbert

space H, there exists a transversal group {Vs} with U | ^ l which has purely point

spectrum. Then U has (Σ nk)-multiple Lebesgue spectrum.
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Proof. Denote by M^M^) the subspace of H spanned by all proper

vectors corresponding to Γm{Γm)- Then, from (3. 1), we get

While the equality ΌmM% = Mtι+m{UmMt = M*+m), and the construction of

H% shows that

(3. 5) UmM+

0{UmM-0) c 2 0 i ί i c ^

for m = 0, + 1, . This leads us to the conclusion

n,k

Hence, combining (3. 6) with the lemma 3. 2, we see that the spectral

measure of U does not have singular component with respect to Lebesgue

measure, and that H\ appears in the direct sum as many times as Σ nk.

This completes the proof.

EXAMPLE 3. 1. A group automorphism on the torus. Let Tn be the

n-dimensional torus and A be a group automorphism on Tn. It is known

that A can be written in a matrix form. Suppose that A, regarded as a

transformation on n-dimensional vector space Rn, has a real proper value

λ such that \λI^= 1 and has a proper vector r corresponding to λ. Let

tys} be a 1-parameter subgroup of Tn defined by

(QS9 9Λ) = e χ p is•< r,gΛ > , # A e (Tn)Λ,

where (T71)" is the dual group of Tn and <r,gΛ> is the inner product in

Rn. Then A and the flow {Zs} which is defined by

Zsg = g + gs9 g ^ Tn

induce a unitary operator U and 1-parameter group of unitary operators

{Vs} on L2{Tn) in a usual manner. It can be easily seen that {ys} is a

transversal group for U and that {Vs} has the purely point spectrum.

Consequently, according to the theorem 3. 1, U has uniform Lebesgue

spectrum. Noticing that a unitary operator which has a uniform Lebesgue

spectrum is ergodic, we can show that the unitary operator U has .exactly

tf-Lebesgue spectrum.

Next we shall deal with a unitary operator U which has a transversal

group {Vs} with continuous spectrum. Let
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(3.7) Vs

and

(3. 8) Hς = Ev(ζ)H.

THEOREM 3. 2. For any ζ and m — 0, ± 1, ± 2, , we get

Hξλ-
m if λ>0, or λ<0 and m is even

(3. 9) UmHζ = ,
[HI if λ<0 and m is odd,

where H\ means the orthogonal complement of Hξ.

Proof Suppose that λ > 0, or λ < 0 and m is even. Then we have

(3. 10) (VJ,g) =

= (UmVsf,U
mg)

= (Vλ™sU
mf,Umg)

= [°°e2πίsξd(Ev(ξλ-m)Umf,Umg).
J —oo

Clearly {U-mEv{ξλ~m)Um, — o o < f < + oo> is a resolution of the identity and

hence the uniqueness of a resolution implies

UmEv(ζ) = Ev{ζλ~m)Um.

Consequently we get

UmH$ = Hξir*.

Next we suppose that Λ < 0 and m is odd. Put F(y) = / — Ev(λ~mη —),

where / is the identity operator. Clearly -[F(η)} is the resolution of the

identity. We get

(V.f, g) = Γ V ^ s ξλmd(Ev(ζ)Umf, Umg)

- F{λmξ))Umf,Umg)

- F(v))Umf, Umg)

From these we get Um - Ev{Γmy])Um = UnEv{y) and hence
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= H
λ-m

This completes the proof.

Put Mi = EV(H)H. We can easily see that {UmM$ : m, n = 0, ± 1, •>

is an orthogonal family of subspaces, and moreover, from (3. 9), we have

ίMfi+m if λ >0, or if λ< 0 and m is even
(3. 11) UmMt =

(Mn+m if λ < 0 and m is odd.

Let {φ+

k} {{φ-k}) be a basis of MJ (M;) and let H\ (Hi) be the cyclic

subspace spanned by {Umφ+

k : m = 0, ± 1, •> (-(T/̂ Pfc : m = 0, 1, •}). Then

the equalities (3. 11) imply that for k = 1,2,

|2 = {JJ^φ^ φ±) = 0 {mψ 0)

Paley-Wieners theorem, therefore, implies that U has simple Lebesgue

spectrum on each cyclic subspace H\.

Clearly

(3. 12) / / = Σ Θ (Mi θ M«) = Σ Θ (UmM+

0 ® UmM-0)

The subspaces MJ and M; are invariant under the group {ys}, and {yg}

does not have proper value in M% and M;. Consequently the dimension

of MJ (Mo) must be infinite. This means that the components HI (Hi)

appear infinitely many times in the decomposition (3. 12).

Summing up the above discussion we get

THEOREM 3. 3. A unitary operator U on a separable Hilbert space H has

<y-Lebesgue spectrum, if there exists a transversal group {ys} on H with U l ^ l the

spectrum of which is continuous.

For a unitary operator U, if there exists a transversal group {Vg} with

UI ψ 1 whose spectrum is not necessarily purely discrete nor purely

continuous, we may reduce U and H to those appeared in the previous

two particular cases. Let us denote by Hd and Hc the subspaces spanned

by all of the proper vectors of {ys} and its orthogonal subspace, respectively.

We shall now discuss the case where both Hd and Hc are nontrivial.

THEOREM 3. 4. If a unitary operator U on a separable Hilbert space H has
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a transversal group {Vs} with U | f = l on H, and if both Hd and Hc are nontrivial,

then U has σ-Lebesgue spectrum.

Proof. Let Pd be the projection operator on Hd, and put PdVs = Vd

s

and PdU = U*. Clearly Pd commutes with Vs{— oo < 5 < + 00). From

Lemma 3. 1, we get, for any / e Hd, Uf e Hd and U*f e Hd. Thus U

reduces the subspace Hd. This means that U commutes with Pd, so we

have

(3. 13) U*V* = PdUPdVs = PdUVs = P2Vj.E7

= PdVλsPdU = 7j.E/d.

Thus f/d has a transversal group -{Vf} with the same λ.

Put (I-Pd)U = Uc and ( / - Pd)V, = VI Then {7J>, likewise the above

(3. 20) constitutes the transversal group of U% and according to Theorem

3. 1 and 3. 3, we see that U has Lebesgue spectrum on H = Hd + Hc, and

moreover, at least on Hc, U has <;-Lebesgue spectrum. This completes the

proof.

§ 4. Spectral type of a 1-parameter group of unitary operators
with a transversal group. Even in case of a 1-parameter group of

unitary operators, the analogous discussions to the previous section goes on

with a few modifications.

A typical difference between the case of a single unitary operator and

that of a 1-parameter group of unitary operators is the fact that only the latter

has no transversal group whose spectral measure contains discrete component

except point measure concentrating at 0.

THEOREM 4. 1. The transversal group {ys} of {Ut} has purely continuous

spectrum on a separable Hilbert space H.

Proof Suppose there exists μ ψ 0 such that

for all s. Then we get

(4. 1) {U
tι
φ, U

t2
φ) = (V

s
U

tι
φ, V

s
U

t2
φ)

= exp (fWi-'«>) (U
tι
φ,U

t2
φ).

This implies that Utιφ is orthogonal to Ut2φ, if tx ψ t2. In other words,
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{Utφ : — oo < t < + 00} is an orthogonal system in H. This contradicts the

separability of H.

For convenience, we shall discuss a group {Ut} which has a transversal

group {Vs} with negative λ. Because, if Λ >0, we can proceed to the

same conclusion with slight modification.

We shall omit the proof of the following proposition which is similar

to the proof of (3. 9).

THEOREM 4. 2. For any ξ and t, we get

(4.2) UtHξ=H*e-λt.

Put M(t,ξ)= Hξe-λtQHξ. Then, for suitable t = tQ and ξ = ξQ>09

M+ = M{tQ9ξQ) is an infinite dimensional subspace, because e~λt is strictly

increasing. Let -OJ- be a basis of M + . If \t\>tQ,

Utψ\ e UtHξoe-uoQUtH^ c Hξ%*-λ«+u>θHtt*-λt

Consequently we get, if \t\>t0,

(Utφ19 φj = 0.

This shows us that {Ut} has simple Lebesgue spectrum on the cyclic

subspace H\ spanned by {Utφ19 — 00 < / < + 00}. Let Px be the projection

operator on H\. If φ2 = PiΨ2, we proceed to φz. If φ2 ψ Pxφ2, we shall

denote by H\ the cyclic subspace spanned by {Ut[φz — Pi<P2), — 00 < t < + 00}.

From the equalities

(4. 3) (Ut(φt - P&), (φ2 - P1φt))

= (Utφ2,φ2)-(UtP1φ2,P1φ2)

= -{UtPl9i,Plot)9 lt\>tι,

we see that {Ut} also has simple Lebesgue spectrum on H\. Continuing

such a procedure, we obtain a sequence of cyclic subspaces, H\, Ht, ,

on each of which {ΐ/J has simple Lebesgue spectrum. Noticing that

Ψn e H\ © 0 Hi for any n, we get

(4. 4) M+czΣ>® Hi c H.

Starting from M" = M(/1,£1) where tx and ξx are suitable negative real

numbers, the similar construction of the cyclic subspaces Hΰ{n = 1,2, )

yields
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(4.5) M-cΣ®Jϊ;cffi

Evidently, Σ Θ Ώ is orthogonal to Σ ® # ί We finally show that # can

be expressed as the direct sum of them.

We obtain

(4. 6) (UtHξo)ΘH0 = Ut-tQ(Ht%rλt9QHe§) ® Ut-2tQ(Hξ0e-u0 QHξ0) ® •

= Ut-t0M
+®Ut-2t0M

+® . . . ,

(4. 7) UtHξx = UtiHt^θHtJ ® Ut+tl(H$le^tlQH$1) ®
= UtM-

These imply

(4.8) Ut

and

(4.9) Ut

While the continuity of Ev(ζ) and the equation

imply

Consequently we have

(4.10) ί/̂ o

Now the concluding result

(4.11) H®(m®H-)=H

can be deduced from the followings

t^ίfe, = Hξoe-λt = Ev(ξoe-λt)H

Ev(ξoe~λt)—>I (the eidentity operator) as / — > + oo .

Remark that, contrasting to § 3, we have no information about the number

of components in the direct sum Σ © (ϋΓJ0if~).

Summing up, we get

THEOREM 4. 3. A 1-parameter group of unitary operators {Ut} on a separable

Hubert space H has uniform Lebesgue spectrum, if there exists a transversal group

{Vs} with λ^O for {Ut}.
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EXAMPLE 4. 1. A geodesic flow on a manifold of constant negative curvature.

Let us denote the Lie group SL{2,R) by G and denote by D some discrete

subgroup of G such that the measure μ on the homogenuous space

M = G/D induced from a left invariant measure on G is finite. Then a

1-parameter subgroup {gt~} of G induces a group of left transformations on

M defined by

gD e M—> gtgD e M.

The dynamical system (M,μ, [gty) has a realization as a geodesic flow on a

manifold of constant negative curvature (refer to [1]).

Let g be the generator of {gt} and h be a solution of the equation

for some Λ ψ 0. Put /zs = esh. Then it is straightforward to see that the

relation (2. 2) is satisfied by 1-parameter groups of unitary operators {77J

and {Vs} which are induced in a usual manner on L2{M) by {gt} and

ζhs} respectively. Concequently, from Theorem 4. 3, we see that {Uty has

uniform Lebesgue spectrum. In [1] Gelfand and Fomin have shown that

{Uty has exactly cr-Lebesgue spectrum, appealing to the automorphic

function theory.

EXAMPLE 4. 2. A flow of the generalized white noise™. Let S be

Schwartz's space and S* be its conjugate space. Consider the probability

space P = (S*, B, μ), where B is the Borel field generated by cylindrical sets

in S* and μ is a white noise. The characteristic functional of μ is given

by

Let τs be the shift operator in S defined by

rsξ(t) = ξ(t -s), ? e S,

and we shall introduce the transformation Tt on S defined by

Ttξ{s) = e * ξ(eus),
xt

(*) The reader is referred to the forthcoming paper of H. Nomoto and T. Hida for more
detailed discussions. The above example is due to them (oral communication).
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where λ is a nonzero real. Then, on the Hubert space H with the

reproducing kernel C»(f — y), we get 1-parameter groups of unitary operators

{ί/J and {V,} induced by UJ(ξ) = f{Ttξ) and Vsf{ξ) = f{τ9ξ), respectively.

They satisfy the relation (2. 2), and hence, from the Theorem 4. 3, we see

that {Uty has uniform Lebesgue spectrum.
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